
Rexel Momentum P515+ Jam Free Micro Cut Paper
Shredder
Rexel Momentum jam free paper shredders are ideal for destroying
confidential documents in the office. The P515+ shredder machine
shreds up to 15 sheets of A4 paper (80gsm) in one go through the
manual feed slot into P-5 (2x15mm) micro cut pieces. Active sensing
technology measures the number of sheets being fed in real-time to
stop paper jams and misfeeds; indicated by a red LED on the control
panel. This paper shredder will not operate until the number of sheets
is reduced below or at the maximum sheet capacity. This micro cut
shredder is designed for moderate to heavy use with its high sheet
capacity, large 30L bin size and long run time of up to 4 hours. There's
no need to remove staples and paper clips first.

Attributes

- Shreds up to 15x A4 sheets (80 gsm) at once.

- P-5 micro cut (2x15mm)

- Jam-free active sensing technology measures
the number of sheets being fed in real-time to
stop paper jams and misfeeds; indicated by a
red LED on the control panel.

- This paper shredder will not operate until the
number of sheets is reduced below or at the
maximum sheet capacity.

- Shreds credit cards, staples and paperclips.

- 30L capacity pull out bin for easy emptying (350
x A4 sheets). Transparent bin window to see
when full.

- 240 minutes continuous run time with fan
cooling. ECO mode to save power when not in
use.

- Touch control panel

- 55 dBA ultra-quiet noise level

- Infra red bin full sensor

- Manual reverse / forward feature

- 2 year warranty, 2 year cutter warranty

Specifications
Number 2021515MEU

Colour black

Dimensions (W x H x D) 320 x 656 x 406 mm

Cut Type Micro Cut

Period of Warranty (Years) 2

Security Level P-5

Container/collection volume
in l

30

Shreds Credit cards, staples and paperclips.

Weight 20000 g

Pallet quantity 12

EAN code 5028252625586


